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Kraftform Kompakt Tool Finder by Wera: 

Compact tool has “everything to hand” 

 

Compact tool range for many applications and mobile usage / First compact 

tool with “Take it easy” Tool Finder / Six bits in the handle / Tool Finder for 

rapid identification of the bits / Coloured sleeves and size stamp make bits 

easy to find / Retractable telescopic blade / Removable blade can also be 

used as a power tool adaptor / Stored in a light and robust textile belt box / 

 

Wuppertal. The Wuppertal-based screwdriving specialist Wera has had 

compact tools in its ranges for many years now. These are tools that have 

been designed by developers for as many applications as possible but which 

are still so compact that they are particularly suitable for mobile usage. Now, 

the “Tool Rebels” have launched the Kraftform Kompakt Tool Finder 1 – the 

first compact tool with the “Take it easy” Tool Finder system on the market.    

 

Colours and numbers 

The user literally has “everything to hand” with this compact tool! Besides 

the telescopic blade, there are six bits inside to deal with the most typical 

applications scenarios. A slight push on the green cap at the end of the grip 

will open-up the handle to enable the bits to be removed and then replaced 

once again in the envisaged position after usage. To allow a more rapid dif-

ferentiation, the designers at Wera have provided the bits with the “take it 

easy” Tool Finder system. This innovative tool finder is pure pleasure for the 
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user since the right bit is always to hand immediately. Sleeves coloured ac-

cording to profile make finding the right drive easier. In this respect, for in-

stance, the colour red stands for a Philipps or PH drive. A size dimension, 

which is additionally stamped on, enables easy differentiation within the pro-

file itself allowing the bit to be found even more quickly and easily.     

 

Inner values count 

In the case of the compact tool, it is the inner values that are decisive: there 

is a retractable telescopic blade in the ergonomic Kraftform handle which 

can be extended when the locking ring is depressed. The tool can then be 

used as a fully-fledged screwdriver for manual operations. When the blade 

is retracted, screwdriving can even be performed in extremely confined work-

ing situations. Moreover, it can be entirely removed so as to then act as a 

power tool adaptor. The tip of the blade is equipped with a bit holder with the 

so-called Rapidaptor technology, an aspect that enables rapid bit changes. 

Further, the free-turning sleeve allows the tool and screw to be guided and 

steadied in power tool operations.  

 

The Kraftform Kompakt Tool Finder is housed in a lightweight and robust 

textile box that can also be attached to the belt of the workwear. The practical 

compact tool is therefore an ideal companion for the professional, particu-

larly in mobile applications.    

 

 

Further information: 

Wera Werk Hermann Werner GmbH & Co. KG 

Korzerter Straße 21-25, 42349 Wuppertal / Germany 

Telephone: +49 (0)2 02 / 40 45 311, Fax: 40 36 34 

Email: info@wera.de, Internet: www.wera.de            

TECHNO PRESS  
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Image captions: 

 

01_Wera_Kraftform_Kompakt_Tool_Finder 

 

Six bits with Tool Finder system are concealed in the compact tool Kraftform 

Kompakt Tool Finder 1 by Wera. Various coloured sleeves and an additional 

size stamp ensure simple and rapid differentiation of the bits.    

 

02_Wera_Werkzeugfinder 

 

The Wera “Take it easy” Tool Finder allocates bits a specific profile by means 

of coloured sleeves. An additional size stamp allows for differentiation within 

the profile. This means that the right bit can be found even more quickly and 

easily.  
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